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Sam: Portrait of a former dope dealer

by Liz Hale
Staff writer

He has knife marks in his back from
where one side tried to get him. He has a
police record from the other side. His name
is Sam, and he's an ex-dealer.
Sam has lead an interesting life. He's
been a lawyer, a teacher, a janitor, a
landlord, a horse raiser and a dope dealer.
And while he is completely straight and
legal now. Sam often looks back with
fondness and horror at one of the most
intense careers he had...the dope dealer.
"I started smoking," he said. "I liked it.

I didn't see anything wrong with
it. I
disagreed with the government about the
legality of it. So, I started dealing." He

4th
in a series
smiled. "The profit margin was also
involved." he said.
Throughout the bOs Sam worked as a
dealer to dealers. He would buy grass in

on the
antil after

bulk and sell it a pound or two at
a time. watching Sam and his store.
"It started out as fun," he said.
They arrested his girl friend once on a
"It
wasn't the cut-throat business it is now. trumped-up
charge. In court, the prosecuNaturally, you had to be careful, but back tion admit
ted they were trying to nail Sam.
then, things were easier."
The judge asked where this terrible
After a few years of dealing, things criminal
was. Sam stood up and said "here
began to get more intense. The compet
i- sir." The case against his girlfriend was
tion didn't like Sam and tried to muscl
e dropped.
him out of the business. He said he never
They finally got Sam. They raided his
let the people close to him know what
he store and confiscated his supplies. Howwas doing, as he sought to protect them ever
, they missed nine pounds of pot.
and himself.
allowing Sam to afford bail money.
"If they didn't know anything," he said,
Sam was arrested in 1%7. Instead of
"they couldn't tell anything." Yet, the sendi
ng him to jail, they put him on
word leaked out, and the feds starte
d
[see DEALER page 12]
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Cabinet approves
SLS expansion
by Gail Clough
Staff writer
The cabinet has approved a proposal to
expand Student Legal Services to include
Bangor Community College. Upon senate
aproval. SLS will be getting an additional
$644 for malpractice insurance, boosting
its total allocation of Student Government
funds for the insurance to $1,560.
The cabinet suggested a fee of $1,700 be
charged to BCC next semester for SLS
service. Schuyler Steele, chairman of the
SLS board, said the service costs about $4
per student per year.
If the expansion is successful next
semester, a branch office will be opened at
BCC, and the college will be charged
$4,000 per year for the service. Two
student paralegals will occupy the branch
office. but BCC students will be able to
receive lawyer services as well.
The possibility of charging user fees for
SLS was also mentioned, but disapproved
by most of the cabinet members. Jon Cyr,
vice president of financial administration
for Student Government, criticized user
fees because they would "nickel and dime
students to death." Cyr suggested the
possibility of limiting the types of cases to
be handled by SLS.
The malpractice insurance, if approved
by the senate, will cover the entire staff of
SLS. including paralegals. Cyr said if
someone should file a suit. "they could
take us for everything we're worth." Steele
Lew Strickland, an off-campus senator, is pushi
added the minimum suit could probably be
ng for shuttle bus re-routement. This
move will allow for an evening bus to be used
for as much as 55,000.
by off-campus students. [photo by Dave
Adams'
A possible bottle redemption center was
also discussed at Wednesday night's
meeting. Pam Birch of the Inter-Dormitory
Board was not in favor of the center. "I
don't feel it's a necessary service. If they
(students) can buy their beer at Thriftway,
they can bring their facts about the center
before he takes a stand on the issue, which
will be referred to a committee.
by Enid Logan
stopping on non-university property.
Craig Burgess. president of the UniverStaff writer
Strickland. sponsor of the bill, said sity of Maine Fraternity Board. cited
there was a need tor an evening bus for problems with Residential
Life. He said
Lew Strickland. an off-campus senator.
off-campus students and university em- several students who wanted
to move out
received the endorsement of the student
ployees living in Bangor and Veazie who
of the dorms and into fraternities this fall
senate Tuesday night and the BCC student
want
to
partic
ipate in scheduled university
were unable to receive refunds for room
senate last week to plan the re-routing
evening events. The Bus service doesn'
t and board. H. Ross Moriarty had been
of the BCC-UMO shuttle bus.
run after 6:30 p.m.
consulted about the problem. but to no
The Public Utilities Commission will be
The new service would affect approxi- avail, according to Burgess.
approached within the next two weeks by
It was
mately 1000 people. Strickland said, and suggested an off-campus
or fraternity
Brian Page. BCC office of grounds and
will run the same evening hours the shuttl
student be placed on the room sign-up
e
services, and John T. Cyr. of Cyr Bus line.
bus now follows.
committee.
They will try to have the law changed
The cost of the re-routing will be
In other cabinet action, an appropriation
which forbids the shuttle bus from
[see BUS page 12] of "i336 to MUAB was approved by a 9 to 2
margin. The funds will be used to send
four

Bus rerouting sought

members of the council to the
National
Entertainment Conference. The
conference
will include talks on films,
concerts,
lectures and other programs.
There was a controversy over
sending a
Distinguished Lecture Series
representative to the conference.
Hewes said it
would not be necessary to send
on because
the program is successful.
But Steele said
[see CABINET page 12]

Rape, beating
questionable
by Andy Orcutt
Staff writer
The alleged assault of an 18-yearold Scarborough woman may remain
a mystery, according to UMO police
detective Terry Burgess.
Burgess said the incident last
Friday night involving the woman,
who was visiting friends in Balentine
Hall, is still "confidential."
"There's always the chance that
we'll get some new information," he
said, but added that such a possibility is doubtful.
According to Burgess. the woman
had just left a party at Phi Eta Kappa
fraternity, when she was offered a
ride by two unidentified males.
Burgess said the woman was apparently left off at the parking lot
adjacent to Stodder Hall, and the
two
males directed her to Balentine.
The woman claimed she was
attacked as she crossed the quadrangle lawn of Stodder Complex.
But one of the woman's friends
from Balentine said that, althougn
something did happen, "I think it
was minor. I think she's blowing the
whole thing out of proportion."
The victim's friend said she did
not believe the woman was raped.
"She was in hysterics, to say the
least. I asked her if she was raped,
and she said she didn't know, but by
the way she was talking, she was
physically abused."
Burgess said that results of tests
taken at St. Joseph Hospital in
Bangor to determine if there was a
rape were negative. The victim's
tnenci saiu, "I'm sure something did
happen, but I don't think she was
raped."
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Rape Awareness Evening planned
Areas such as the bike path, the woods

by Ulrike Wiede
Staff writer

Ellen Weissman is seeking improvement in
the campus lighting situation. [photo by
Mark Munro]

A Rape Awareness Evening, planned by
Ellen Weissman, head of Women's
Programs and Services. and Gordy
Svoboda, chaplain and director of the MCA
Center, has received additional prominence in view of a recent alleged assault
rof a woman on campus.
The program. which is open to the public
will have a six member panel discussing
the issue of rape within the LIMO
community and a review of the film, Rape
Culture on Sunday. 7 p.m., at the MCA
Center.
According to Weissman. questions to be
discussed include: Is rape an issue on
campus, what can be done and do we need
to do anything at all?
Weissman has questioned many women
about the poorly lit areas on campus and
compiled a list, which she plans to present
to the police department for their support
in improving the lighting of these areas.

area by Hilltop, between Dunn Hall and
Memorial Gym, behind Hauck Auditorium
and the Grove Street Extension are being
considered.
"It isn't as if we are asking tor an
unreasonable request. just lighted places.
Even in the midst of an energy crisis this
can be done on campus by using fewer
bulbs in each room. When I'm looking for
is a conservation attitude and a caring
attitude for life," said Weissman.
Two ideas Weissman is working on now
is to have a police escort available and a
walk stop.
Accoriding to Weissman. a walk stop is a

_Alaine evenfs-Friday. Oct. 19

A Bangor Mental Health Institute
patient confronted two students in the
Memorial Union last month and threatened
10 a.m. Soccer vs. Connecticut
to kill one, according to university police.
1 p.m. Women's volleybal vs. UNH,
This marks the second time in the last
UMPI, Mass Bay and Moncton
month where a patient of BMHI has
1:30 p.m. Football vs. Connecticut
wandered onto the UMO campus.
7 and 9:30 p.m. MUAB movie Psycho. 101
On September 19, two coeds were
E/M
standing in the hallway of the Memorial
8:15 p.m. The Madwoman of Chaillot
Union at about 7 p.m. when a man
Hauck Auditorium.
approached them holding an elastic cord.
Sunday. Oct. 21
"We were standing next to the
10 a.m, traditional workship. Drummond newsstand and a man came up to us and
said 'kill you' or 'I'm going to kill you." the
Chapel
student said.
Saturday, Oct. 20

10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Elliot Norton. drama
critic. Peabody Lounge, Union
7 and 9:30 p.m. MUAB movie Creature
from the Black Lagoon in 3-D. 101 E/M
8 — 12 p.m. Damn Yankee Dance with
"Avenfield"
8:15 p.m. The Madwoman of Chadlot.
Hauck Auditorium

setup where people can leave their
names
and the time they will be leaving a
certain
place in order to join others to
avoid

On
jazz-!
the

This has been very effective at other
universities and students from Hilltop
are
already going to the library in groups, said
Weissman.
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Thomas Aceto, vice president of Student
Affairs; Mary Ann Turowski, from the
Bangor Rape Crisis Center; Alan Lewis,
director of the physical plant; Alan
Reynolds, director of the department of
police and safety; Betsy Allin, assistant
director of Cutler Health Center; and
JoAnn Fritsche. director of Equal Employment Opportunity will be panelists.

BMHI patient threatens
two students on campus
by Stephen Olver
Staff writer

The

After the incident was reported, the
subject was spotted by a UMO policeman
in the first floor of the union. The
policeman spoke to the man for a few
minutes and later said it was apparent to
him that the man had a mental problem.
He went quietly to the UMO station and
was placed under arrest on the charge of
terrorizing. Later that night. the patient
was taken to the Penobscot County jail and
then returned to BMHI.
Just two weeks ago, on October 1,,
another BMHI patient found his way to the
Orono campus. All local police stations had
been notified when a man fitting the
description was seen in the Bears Den. The
subject, identified by a name tag on his
I
[see BMHI back page]
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please call the
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Introducing:

Precision
Cuts by
Lynn
Formerly of
Great Expectations

Specializing in
Precision Cuts Per
This Week's Special
Couple cuts —
Come in and bring a
friend, relative or even
lover. Pay full price for
1st cut, 2nd cut /
1
2 price.
$5.00 off any perm
428 Wilson St., Brewer
Beside Plaza Motel

988-6363
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PRINTING DIVISION
A Full-Service Printing Operation
With Old-Fashioned Reliability
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VICES

Catalogues
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Quality Repros
CALL HERMAN WILDE — 667-2576 FOR INFO
RMATION & ESTIMATES
THE ELLSWORTH AMERICAN PRINTING DIVISION
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Spyro Gyra to bring
jazz-rock to campus
eir names
a certain
to avoid

On Friday, Nov. 2, at 8 p.m., the popular
jazz-rock band Spyro Gyra, will appear in
the Memorial Gym.

at other
.illtop are
pups, said

Breaking out of the Buffalo-Rochester
upstate New York in 1978, their first
album, Spyro Gyra sold more than 200.000
copies on Amherst Records. That same
year, Spyro Gyra was voted most promising new pop instrumental group by Record
World, while hitting six different billboard
charts; not only with the album, but also
with the single "Shaker Song," a rare
instrumental single played on Top 40 radio
and making the national pop charts.
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nt; Alan
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ival Eminelists.

Spyro Gym is led and fueled by Jay
Beckenstein who, in addition to co-writing
and co-producing the album, provides the
band's key signature with his work on alto,

tenor and soprano sax. He is joined by
co-writer and arranger Jeremy Wall's
keyboard textures; Jim Kurzdorfer's bass
play, Gerardo Velez' congas and timbalis,
Chet Catallo's guitar, Eli Konikoffs drums
and Tom Schuman's work on piano and
Oberheim.
Their second album, "Morning Dance"
is on the charts and recently turned gold. A
collection of easy jazz instrumentals, us
success has hinged on the melodic themes
of Beckenstein and Wall.
Joining Spyro Gyra, will be Clifford
Carter, Will Lee, Hiram Bullock and Steve
Jordan, collectively known as the 24th V.
Street Band.
Tickets will be on sale in the Men,orial
Union, beginning Oct. 22.
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The 24th Street Band

Spyro Gyra

CANTEEN
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CANTEEN

GAMESPIN BALLMUSIC

I
CANTEEN

TV GAMES
POOL & SOCCER
ARCADE GAMES
JUKE BOXES]

244 PERRY ROAD
BANGOR

COMPLETE FOOD&VENDING SERVICE

945-5688
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Lew Strickland

From the
Democratic Left

Patience is a virtue
Suggestions that Student Government
President Richard N. Hewes be
impeached, if not a bit uncalled for, are
premature.
Members of Hewes' cabinet say
impeachment rumors were discussed at
an Oct. 10 meeting.
Discussion of the rumors gives them
credibility.
When a president's cabinet reviews his
leadership, whether at the student or
White House level, is it news. And
the public has a right and interest to be
informed about it.
Hewes has had only a few months in
office. He was elected to a one-year term

to attempt to reach several goals. He
should be given that term to work on
them, unless he commits a truly
impeachable offense. He has committed
no such offense.
Student senators have Hewes loud
applause Tuesday night when he
announced that he is ignoring
impeachment talk unless directley
confronted by unhappy people.
Those senators realize democracy is
slow and requires open dialogue.
They are patient.
Hewes detractors should be patient
also.
D.W.

Up front
Members of Student Government
President Richard N. Hewes' cabinet have
nothing to hide.
that's why their votes should be made
public.
The cabinet, like el,ery important
decision-making board, has moments
when it must go into a closed "executive
session."
But after discussing sensitive issues,
such as personnel or contract matters,
their votes should be out in the open.
The Maine Freedom of Access law says:
"...no ordinances, orders, rules,
resolutions, regulations, contracts,
appointments or other official action shall
be finally approved at such executive
sessions...."
The public has a right to know how each
member voted on various issues. How else
can people express displeasure or know
whether to vote for or against the person
in the next election?
As far as a cabinet member being

harrassed because of his or her vote, that,
too, is part of democracy, though an
unpleasant one at times.
When people run for higher office, they
must expect to be subjected to criticism
and praise. Their actions must be tried in
the court of public opinion.
It is not right that the cabinet members
be subjected to violence or undue
harrassment. But if cabinet member
experiences threats or abuse, he or she
should contact police or other officials.
But if a person favors closed votes
because he or she doesn't like to defend
the votes against angry constituents, the
person skirting a public duty and
shouldn't be in public office.
The student government cabinet may
not be required to abide by Maine's
right-to-know law. But it should follow the
spirit of the law.
Cabinet votes should be open for public
review. The cabinet has nothing to hide.

Full employment is no longer an ideal,
but a necessity.
When unemployment is allowed to rise
(intentionally, as is now the case with
recent moves by the Federal Reserve and
the Administration), we all suffer.
When the reserve army of the unemployed has its ranks swelled by inflation
— paranoid policies, those who still have
lobs feel less inclined to ask for those wage
increases necessary to maintain their
standard of living. After all, they could be
the next to be laid off.
When workers drop from wages to
poverty level stipends, overall demand
drops in the ecomony and the swing from
an inflated boom to a deflated recession is
completed. Production falls; minority,
women and young workers suffer the most.
The social costs of our country working
way below its capacity are evident not only
in outdated plant and equipment (due to
low rates of re-investment), but also in teh
less calculable costs of social insecurity and
alienation — all very real contributors to
America's continually declining productivity.
There are a couple other costs as well, in
a tight labor market, military contracts
proliferate — pushed by industrial fat cats
accustomed to no-risk, cost-plus padding,
an conceded by a labor foce on the
defensive.
Think of it. We could rebuild our entire
rail bed in the U.S. if we were to take
disarmament seriously. We could rebuild
our inner cities, and create comprehensive
mass transit systems from the local
minibus to cross continental bullet trains.
Environmental safeguards fall to the
wayside in an economy subject to the fits
and starts, to the chronoc coughing of
boardroom-manipulated social policies.
Why are things this way? It is because
we have totally mandated the control of
incestment over to private, corporate
priorities. Wouldn't it be wiser to seek an
optimal mix of private and direct, public
invistment? Mass transit, housing, daycare
centers, clinics, reclamation centers,
continual referenda media — all of these
can be funded with social investments, and
managed with the leval of competence and
efficiency which we have come to expect
solely from the private sector. Differential
rewards, the demotion of "deadwood," the
local control of operations — these
techniques can be applies to non-profit
corporations.
Back to the topic of full employment.
Social investment would provide jobs for all
who are able to work. Let's move out of the
welfare slush. Let's provide for those who
cannot work, but provide more jobs than
there are workers. We CAN see a crisp,
pragmatic reconciliation of private and
public investment, of the profit and
non-profit corporations in this country. It's
called democratic socialism.
Lew Strickland is a UMO sophomore
from East Corinth. His democratic-socialist
column appears here Fridays.

D.W.
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Hewes defended against Campus'grudge'
To the Editor:
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This letter probably won't receive much
attention because it is from your averageevery-day student who would like to tell
about an impression she received after
attending Tuesday night's (the 16th)
Senate meeting.
I've never been interested in the student
senate, what it does or, as the case often
seems sometimes, what it doesn't do. Due
to a problem concerning a senator from
first floor Cumberland, 1 attended the
meeting to see for myself just what was
going on. Although I was mainly interested

Mad at the world?

UP ((‘
ON
YOUR
SOAPBOX

Get up and
shout about it!
The Maine Campus welcomes
letters
to the editor. Please keep them brief
and type them double-spaced. We
may have to edit letters for space,
clarity, taste, style, accuracy or libel.
Send them to us at Suite ?A, Lord
Hall, UMO, Orono, Maine 04469.
Please include signature, phone
number and address. Names withheld in special circumstances.
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in the "Mike Saltz incident," something
else that I witnessed impressed me even
more.
When I arrived, I have to admit that I
hardly knew who Dick Hewes was. I said
Dick who, until someone reminded me that
he was the one getting ripped apart in the
Campus day after day. Hewes didn't play a
major role in the meeting, but one knew
that he was there.
After reading the Oct. 16 issue of the
Campus. I expected Hewes to be deeply
criticized by both the Senate' and the
Cabinet. Much to my disbelief, he seemed
to have the total support of both these

One faithful follower supports
Uncle Dan's papal philosophies
To the Editor:
I'd like to respond to Dan Warren's
article concerning the pope in the Oct 10th
issue. I've been reading the Maine
Campus regularly, and I realize, Dan, that
you've gotten much criticism. However,
I'm going to defend you on this issue.
I am a Catholic and I can't figure out why
everyone worships the pope. It seems
strange to me that in a world where
technology and science has advanced so
much in 200 years, people can still follow
the unyielding traditions that were once a
way of live two centuries ago. Hasn't it
occured to some people that the world has
moved ahead of them?
If the pope is so concerned about
overpopulation and starvation, yet is so
against birth control, how does he expect to
remedy the rapid population growth? Does
he expect half Of the population to take an
oath of celibacy? In a world where political
and economic chaos is prevalent, overpopulation is an added burden. Haven't we
already consumed enough of our natural
resourses- to knock some sense into our
heads — or are we going to have to
completely consume everything before we
learn?

rmore
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To the Editor:
Although the upcoming October break is
surely well-needed, there are a few things
which could turn a short vacation into a
mere three-day weekend.
A good example is my Ms13 class. For
some unknown reason, my teacher has
scheduled a prelim on the Wednesday we
are scheduled for break, at 2:10 in the
afternoon, no less. While I don't live
out-of-state, I sympathize with those
unfortunate souls who will be finally
arriving home at 10 p.m.
My teacher has stated that anyone who
tries to create a problem for her by taking
the test at another time will be subject to a

I believe that these facts may help the
pope realize that women can be and are
equal to men; they just need the chance to
prve it
I think that it's about time that some of
the people faced up to the current
problems rather than leaning on a crutch.
The religious crutch is greater for the
unknown, but not for known truths and
facts. This is the 20th century, not the 18th;
it's time to face reality. Technology has
changed and so has society; thus, religion
must change to account for these transitions.
Michele Violette
231 Cumberland Hall
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amounted to, make front page headlines
with "Impeachment mentioned?"
After going through one and one half
years of not caring about Student Government and finding myself thinking less and
less of Dick Hewes, I'm glad I attended this
meeting. We may not have the best
Student Government leaders but I found
out for myself that they are not as bad as
the Campus makes them out to be.
If you. Dan Warren, have a personal
grudge against Dick Hewes, is the Maine
Campus the place to air your feelings? I
do not know enough about Dick Hewes'
track record lobe either for or against him,
but I am for honest and accurate news
reporting, not oversensationalized front
page headlines and stories.

Thank you.
Ethel Macklin
105 Cumberland

Mean teach plans test
prevents early breakout

At the time of conception, the sex of the
fetus is determined. However, sex relate
genes do not appear until the fifth or sixth
week of prenatal life; prior to this time all
embryos are morphologically females. The
development of the male gender depends
upon the stimulus of androgen, a male sex
hormone. This androgen should appear
within the fifth or sixth week of pregnancy.
If it does not appear, the primitive sex
organs will develop into those of a female.
The female needs no hormonal stimulation; the female structure appears
regardless of the estrogen presence. This
leads many biologists to believe that
female is the primal sex rather than male.

In regards to making women appear like
second-class citizens, I have a few
biological facts that I'd like to state.

HOLY C

branches of Student Government. As a
matter of fact, following a speech by Jon
Cyr, which stated in so many words that
the Cabinet was behind Hewes 100
percent. Hewes received a long ovation of
support from those senators present.
Why was 1 in a state of disbelief after
witnessing this? How could this be
happening when, after reading the Campus daily, I've hardly read one good word
about Dick Hewes.
Sure, Cyr said impeachment was mentioned at the Cabinet meeting Wednesday
night. but not in the way the Campus
implied it was. It was only brought up so
that the rumors, and at this stage they are
only rumors, could be dealt with.
Oh yes, you Dan Warren, were also
mentioned at this meeting. It seems that
some senate members do not have a very
high opinion of you. After attending this
meeting. I think I can see why. Since when
does an editorial, and yes, that is all it

Liz Hale

mych harder exam. When asked why she
couldn't change the date of the test to
another day to end the problem, she srid
she couldn't afford the missed day. Here
she has a good point.
So what is the answer? The university
should have cancelled all afternoon classes
on the 24th way ahead of time on the
preliminary schedules. Again, while I don't
live out-of-state. I don't own an automobile
and getting a ride at 4:00 when 99 percent
of the students are gone may prove
impossible. Just another example of a well
thought out policy by the school.
tony

Tony Seymour
206 Gannett

commentary

It's the little things in life...
It's not the major problems at
UMO that bother me. Parking is no
problem. I just push my baby car on
top of somebody's Cadillac. The cops
just figure it's a hood ornament and
leave me alone.
Housing is no problem. My
landlord is an elf, my roommates are
invisible and the dust kitties are
large. I don't have to vacuum
anymore—I just can't see the floors.
Money is no problem. I just don't
have any. I can make a jar of peanut
butter last two years. (If it's chunky,
three).
No, it's not the majoi hassles that
bother me; it's the little ones.
Did you ever try to open one of
those ketchup or mustard packages
they have on campus? Unless you
carry scissors, the stuff ends up all
over your face, hands, tables...everywhere but where you want it.
Maybe zip-lock bags...?
And bagels. Somehow all the
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cream cheese falls in the hole, and
there's no way to get it out. 1 try to
look for the ones with squished
holes. Maybe if I donate a hole
puncher...?
Did you ever try to go through an
exam with a cold? If you cough more
than twice, the prof thinks it's a
cheating signal. Reach down to get a
tissue and you'll find yourself
handcuffed to the -desk.
Ever stand in line for 15 minutes
for the restroom and then find no
toilet paper? There ain't no solution
for that one.
As a matter of fact, there aren't
any serious answers for this nonsense. But when I bitch about the
little stuff, I can laugh at the big
stuff. Sometimes that helps keep
me sane.

Liz Hale is a Maine Campus staff
writer.
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H.E.W. may file suit
against Chicago
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explosive
Wednesday, four sticks of dynamite
attached to a timing device were removed
from a building in Chicago housing the
headquarters of several republican groups
and the Illinois Citizens for Kennedy
Organization.
Meanwhile, there were two cases in
which bombs did go off in and around
Chicago Wednesday night. The blasts
shook a city-county government building
and left a small crater at the Great Lakes
Naval Training Camp, but nobody was
hurt. A Puerto Rican terrorist group had
warned of the bombings.
There also were three blasts in Puerto
Rico yesterday which caused some damage
but no injuries. A communique suggested
that leftist groups wwere responsible.

WASHINGTON — Health, Education
and Welfare Secretary Patricia Harris
announced yesterday she's going to ask the
Justice Department to take the city of
Chicago to court. Mrs. Harris said she's
taking the action because negotiations
have failed to achieve an agreement with
Chicago over school desegregation.
Her action, after a 10-day waiting period
required by law, will initiate one of the
largest school desegragation court cases in
the nation's history.
Mrs. Harris said Chicago School Superintendent Joseph Hannon had rejected
HEW's charges that Chicago has deliberately fostered school segregation for
WASHINGTON — A federal judge in
40 years.
Washington
has ruled that Carter's order
Hannon responded by saying the school
system is prepared to fight in court if to end a mutual defense treaty with Taiwan
needs congressional approval.
necessary.
Shortly after Carter announced he was
ending the agreement. 25 current and
former members of congress filed suit,
NEW YORK—Police recovered three claiming the action was a "stab in the
bomb-like devices from Republican and back" of an ally.
Carter terminated the treaty to end
Democratic party headquarters in New
York City yesterday after unidentified formal ties with Taiwan and recognize the
callers warned of bombs in the buildings. People's Republic of China.
The Justice Department said it will
Police removed the devices without injury.
and a check showed they were not appeal the ruling.
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Maine Campus
$1.40 per week.
Five issues Monday through
Friday, mailed first class to you
each Friday.
The daily Maine Campus
It's like a letter from college.
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NICKY'S
RESTAURANT &
ICE CREAM PARLOR
— now serving —

FRESH HOT PIZZA
with the LOWEST PRICES in town
also serving their famous ICE CREAM
931 Union St., Bangor
open 6 am to 9 pm
;•.;

Do your own auto repairs.
RENT-A-LIFT or RENT-A-BAY
Tools
Torches -- Welder Available.
Help Available. -- Free Advice
Open 7 Days a week and nights
We also have and rebuild automatic Trans.
200.00 and up.

DIRECTWAY SERVICE
1216 Hammond St., Bangor.

942-2782
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Bombs abounding
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his monkey casts a forlorn look at passers-byfrom his seat in the wood shavings. He
and his buddy were part of the Bangor Mall pet menagerie. (photo by Mitch Tarr]

Univ
ener

State Department may Dissident fights
oppression in Russia
act on Chile
WASHINGTON — According to State
Department sources, the U.S. may
retaliate against Chile for its refusal to
extradite three people wanted in a
bombing death in Washington.
Yesterday's Weshington Post said Secretary of State Cyrus Vance may be ready
to cut aid to Chile and recall the embassy
staff.
The three are wanted in the death on
Chilian socialist Orlando Letelier.

4

SPRINGFIELD,
VERMONT —Soviet
Dissident Alexander Ginzburg said he is
launching a campaign to gain the support
of American college students in his fight
against oppression in Russia. Ginzburg
told a Springfield group that he also wants
to inform Americans about the plight of
"millions" of Cambodian and Vietnamese
refugees who are dying because the United
States and other countries are refusing to
help them.

There's a new
Record Store in town...
With everyday low prices
on Cut-outs and hard
to find albums
Our prices are
$2.10 off list
price
—.41W

-

Come on in and
brovv7se.

I1rE
oPIr
It
m&m MUSIC SHOPPE
AIRPORT MALL
open 10-9 daily
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Seabrook won't sell
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CONCORD, N.H.—A Public Service
Company of New Hampshire official said
the utility has received no response to its
re-offer sale of ten percent of the Seabrook
nuclear plant. Public Service has re-offered
the ten percent to other New England
utilities.
P.S.C. Financial Vice President Robert
Harrison told the Public Utilities Commission the utility will keep the P.U.C.
informed by letter if those circumstances
change before the October 26 deadline on
the re-offer sale.
Harrison appeared before the P.U.S.
during an informational hearing to allow
Public Service to explain its re-offer plan to
the commission. The company said it must
reduce its holding in the plant for
construction to remain on schedule.
Public Service announced last month it
had offered 22 percent of the plant to other
electric companies in New England. At the
time, nine out-of-state utilities expressed
interest in buying additional shares of the
plant, but several since have changed their
plans, in part because of protests by local
residents.

ment power spread out over 12 months.
Reeves told a state house news
conference yesterday the petitions are
against Central Maine Power Company,
Bangor Hydro-Electric and Public Service
Company of Maine.
Peter Thompson, spokesman for C.M.P.
had no estimate of the cost of last month's
replacement power and no comment on the
petitions.

Virginia company to
buy 600,000 acres
BERLIN, N.H. — Officials at the Brown
Company, northern New Hampshire's
largest employer, said they do not expect
any major changes at the company if it is
sold to a Virginia firm.
The company has agreed in principle to
sell its paper pulp mills and 600,000 actes
of timberland in New Hampshire, Maine
and Vermont to the James River Corporation of Virginia. The timberland, equal
in area to about one-twelvth the size of
New Hampshire, is mostly in Maine.
Brown officials said there should be no
immediate changes affecting the cornpanie's estimated 2,000 employees.
James River will be buying paper mills
in Berlin and Gorham, the 600,000 acres,
and Brown's Speciality Paper Products
Division in Parchmont, Michigan.

A short time later, about 150 white
students marched out of the school and
headed for city hall. They were met by a
line of 25 policemen wearing riot gear who
blocked them from entering the building.
Five of the students were selected to meet
with five of the students were selected to
meet with Boston officials and the rest
were dispersed by police without incident.
East Boston, an Italian-American neighborhood has been largely unaffected by the
court-ordered bussing that has disrupted
schools in the other parts of the city for the
past five years. Wednesday, however,
police said an 18-year-old white student at
East Boston High was stabbed in the thigh
and cut on the hand and forearm during a
scuffle with a 16-year-old black student.
The white student was treated at a
hospital, and the alleged assailant was
charged with being a juvenile delinquent.
Meanwhile, South Boston High School,
disrupted by racial fighting Wednesday
and Tuesday, opened quietly this morning.
But only eleventh and twelvth graders
were allowed into the school in a move
which officials hoped would ease radical
tensions.

Rain likely tonight
University can't meet Police stay on job
High temperatures today will reach the
LEWISTON—Police in Maine's secondenergy charges
50s and possibly low 60s. Prospects call for
largest city have chosen not to stage an
BANGOR—University Chancellor Pat- illegal work stoppage, despite a longrick McCarthy said higher fuel prices and a standing stalemate in their contract
cold winter could mean an additional two negotiations.
million dollars in operating costs this year.
The Lewiston policemen, who have
McCarthy said extra state money and a grown beards in symbolic protest of the
fuel surcharge paid by students won't stalled talks, and their female counterparts
come near the amount needed.
voted overwhelmingly Wednesday to stay
He said he has sent a memo to all on the job.
campus presidents asking that they
The police are pushing for retroactive
"sharply reduce" the use of heating oil, wages and longevity pay in the negotiaelectricity and gasoline so the University tions. They rejected the city's last offer in
can make it through the academic year.
August, and no further offers have been
made.

increasing cloudiness with a chance of
showers over much of the region late in the
day. Chance of rain is 30 percent during r The last days of balloon flying and
brightly colored leaves draw to a close.
the day and increasing tonight.
'[photo by Mitch Tarr]
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Electrolysis!
Take your problems to the electrolysis
professionals for safe and permanent
hair removal.
•Veiokriehreeieki(( 462€1a.; -Aneedet
Experienced Electrolysis Specialists

Former senator works Racial violence hits
to curb charges
Boston schools
AUGUSTA—A former state senator
announced yesterday his group will ask
state regulators to prevent Maine utilities
from charging customes for last month's
shutdown of the Maine Yankee nuclear
power plant.
Bruce Reeves said the Maine Committee
for Utility Rate Reform is asking the state
Public Utilities Commission to prevent
customers from being charged for replacement power used during the monthlong shutdown.
Reeves' group took similar action after a
12 week safety shutdown of the Wiscasset
facility last spring. After an investigation.
the P.U.C. ordered the costs of replace-

BOSTON — In East Boston yesterday
white students overturned cars and
smashed windows in a bus and a police car,
and dozens of white students marched on
city hall in the third straight day of racial
violence at the city's schools. Three
students were arrested during the fracas
outside East Boston High School.

412 State St.

942-0781

Wing Park
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Inexpensive Automobiles
From $199 to $999
:RAVEMAN AUTO SALES
22 Alden St., Bangor
Tel. 942-0104 947-0255
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Natural Food Store
Complete Line of Grains,Beans,Nuts,
Large Selection of Cheeses,Seeds,& Herb Teas
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% cup yellow corn meal
1 cup w.w. pastry flour
2 tsp baking powder
% tsp sea salt
1 egg, well beaten
4 cup milk
1 cup yogurt
2 TBS oil
2 TBS honey

0

Preheat oven to 425 . Mix flours,
baking powder, and salt. Mix egg,
milk, yogurt, oil and honey. Add wet
mixture to dry and mix well. Pour
into an oiled 8x8x2 inch baking pan.
Bake for about 20 minutes until
bread springs back when pressed
lightly with finger or until a toothpick
comes out clean.
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Our cornmeal is freshly ground. It is
much more flavorful, the bran and
germ are still there.
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Hilltop complex to hold
alcohol program today
The Residential Lite staff of Hilltop
Complex is putting on an alcohol program
that should be a little different from any of
those put on at UMO betore.
The program is called: — Drinking and
Thinking, A Good Mix," and it will be in
the Hilltop Conference Room, today from 2
to 6 p.m.
There will be six participants who will be
asked to drink either one beer or one 2 oz.
highball every 40 minutes. After finishing
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their drinks, the participants will be asked
to subject themselves to different sobriety
tests. The UMOPD and the State Police
will be administering the tests to determine when the participants are legally
intoxicated.
Also in the Hilltop Complex will be the
Maine Highway Safety Committees'
"Convincer," a machine which simulates
the force of a seven mile per hour impact to
anyone who is willing to try.

Take 1-95 South to Herman
Exit. Turn Right at light
200 yds on Right.
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The men's and women's swim teams are trying to raise money by selling Florida citrus
fruit. [photo by Mitch Tarr]
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Big Brother-Big Sister funds cut unexpectedly
Orono volunteers affected

will be asked
rent sobriety
State Police
;is to deterare legally

by Laura Proud
Staff writer
The Big Brother - Big Sister program,
which takes almost half of its volunteers
from the Orono campus, has had its
funding drastically cut.
Patti Moore, the assistant director of the
program of the Greater Bangor Area, says
this cut will mean all workers in the
Orono-based office will go part-time.
The program serves children in the
Bangor area who, because they lack one
of their parents, need the guidamce of an
adult of the same sex. Volunteers come
from varied backgrounds — the only basic
requirement is that they are willing and
able to provide companionship to a child.
Children and their "bigs," as Moore says,
are matched on the basis of similar
interests and personalities.
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Moore said the major funding was
expected from two state sources. One of
these, funding from the Criminal Justice
System, was expected to provide assistance for children in the program who had
experienced trouble with the law. The
organization withdrew its support because
it would only fund new programs or new
aspects of a program, Moore said.
The other source was the Title 20 of the
Human Services Act. Moore said this
organization had approached the Big
Brother - Big Sister Program, saying they
had a certain amount of money, and funds
available to give them. Later, Moore said,
Human Services said they had a different
amount of money, and couldn't give the
Big Brother - Big Sister program any.
Moore said this withdrawl of support is
bieng appealed on the basis of mis-

Office of Career Planning
names associate director

Yor
5

sday

Dr. Robert D. Stokes of Bloomington,
Ind., was named associate director of
Career Planning and Placement at UMO
and began the job Sept. 17.
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representation, with the support ot Sen.
Edmund Muskie and William Cohen.
Moore said if the staff of five members
goes part-time, the program will be able to
exist until Feb. 1. After that, more funds
will have to be procured. Moore herself
said she has to resign and look for a
full-time job.
There are certain ppvate organizations
which funds the program, such as the
Student Senate, but Moore said this is only
a drop in the bucket compared to major
funding sources. The Big Brother - Big

The daily Maine Campus will hold a
walkathon Saturday morning to raise
money fo the purchase of new typesetting
machine.
Fundraising chairman Debbie Noack, a
production manager of the paper, said the
group's goal is to raise $1,000.
"This is a way for us to show we're really
dedicated to the paper, and we don't just
want handouts," she said. "We believe
the paper should have a chance to stay
daily."
Editor Dan Warren said the daily paper

A graduaTe of Richmond College, Stokes
received a master's degree in education
from the Univesity of Vermont and his
doctorate in higher education from Indiana
University this September.

T.V.

While attending Indiana University he
also served as a career counselor with the,
Career Center, a career advisor with the
center, director of a career development L
workshop, coordinator for residence life
and a coordinator for student assistants.

Robert Stokes

In 1974-75 he was assistand director of
student life at Madison College. Harrisonburg, Va.

S.

S. & J. BROWN - GOLDS114ITHING
wedding and engagement rings
Diamonds and precious gems
One Mechanic St. Freeport
one block from LL Bean
Tel. 865-6263

Sister program has an annual budget ot
approximately $60,000, Moore said, and it
costs about $570 per year to provide
services for one child.
Of the approximately 130 big brothers and
sisters who are volunteers in the program,
almost half are from UMO. Those involved
in the program now will remain so, but
there will have to be a cut in children
matched in the future, Moore said.
"They'll serve less people to maintain
the same quality," she said.

Maine Campus holds walkathon

In this position, he heads up various
special projects of the office, works in the
area of educational placement, presents
workshops and does some counseling. He
also works with recruiters visiting or
planning to visit UMO.

lay

9

is working well. "Our advertising revenue
is starting to come in real well," he said.
"But this new machinery is a necessary
item at a very large cost. Community
response to the walkathon idea has been
real good. People are supporting the paper
and reading it."
The group will walk a 10-mile course
from Lord Hall, the building that houses
the newspaper offices, on Stillwater
Avenue to downtown Old Town and back.
Warren said area t.v. and radio stations
and newspapers have said they will cover
the event.
4

DUBAI' AUTO PARTS
ALL TYPES OF AUTOMOTIVE
PARTS, DOMESTIC & FOREIGN
Students Showing College ID Will
Receive Dealers Price Savings Of
Up to 40%

Come in and see us whether
you want a savings or checking
account.
Maybe you just
want to talk about finances.
We are here to offer
efficient service in a pleasant
relaxing atmosphere.
at 69 Main Street
942-4801
OronoOffice
Merchants
National
Bank of Bangor
ember
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Struggling UMO and UConn meet
by Scott Cole
Staff writer
Maine tries to pick up the pieces of a
disappointing season tomorrow when they
host the winless University of Connecticut
at 1:30 at Alumni Field.
Both Yankee Conference football combatants are suffering through rocky
seasons yet UMO and UConn sincerely
believe that their teams are better than
their records indicate. The Huskies might
have an easier time convincing alumni,
students and fans of that fact than would
Maine for their schedule has been testing
to say the least. Since the season opened.
the Huskies have faced Army, Navy and
Yale all on the road, and have hosted New
Hampshire and Rutgers. Those road
games especially are hardly a skip down
the yellow brick road. UConn is however
attempting to upgrade their football
program and this is the kind of schedule
that must be undertaken to do so.
So, at 0-4-1, Walt Nadzak's University
of Connecticut charges are presently in the
throes of an identity crisis. Nadzak and
crew are wondering whether the offensive
and defensive inconsistencies they've
witnessed thus far are real problems or are

due mainly to the talent of the opponents fill-in role.
the Huskies have played. The struggling
The visitors' strongest defensive point is
but respected Black Bears should prove a a secondary Jack Bicknell termed
"excellgood test case for Connecticut. "Maine ent." Co-captain Ted Walton is the best of
scares us.— Nadzak commented over the this outstanding unit.
Walton, out of
phone Wednesday. "They've has some big Bridgeport. Conn. leads
the team in
upsets last year over Lehigh and Lafayette interceptions with four
and is also second
and you always have to be ready when you in tackles to fellow defensi
ve back Pete
come up to Orono to play."
Lamagna.

must establish a running game. And you
thought "establish a running game" was
just an empty phrase babbled by the Curt
(iowdys and Pat Summeralls of the world.
Well it isn't. "When you don't run well
teams just don't respect what you're
doing," Bicknell commented.

The other thing that must happen is that
Last week Black Bear head coach Jack the Bears have to be able to contain a
Bicknell thought he saw some light at the balanced offense (passing and running
end of the tunnel. However, as he was told utilized equally) or else hope that UConn
by a friend after the UNH game. that light
cannot establish a balanced offense.
was a train. Yet this week the Bears have
once again managed to pick themselves up Maine's finest defensive hour was against
Rhode Island when the Rams' offense was
off the tracks, shake off another setback,
very unbalanced, relying exclusively on the
and ready themselves for another try.
run.
Bicknell said Tuesday he expected an
Tomorrow's game is UMO's last chance
outstanding week of practice in preparation
for the UConn invasion and sounded a to avoid the dubious distinction of going
warning volley to anyone betting on a waltz winless two straight years in the Yankee
for Connecticut. Said Bicknell, "We're Conference. In additio
n this is the Bears'
gonna be awfully dangerous this week. next-to-last home
game as they spend the
We're smarting and we're hurting from next three weeks
further down the Eastern
everybody saying we're no good. I think sea board in Pennsy
lvania and Delaware.
we're ready for a good game."
Once that three week junket ends they
If the coach's words are to be prophetic a come home to close
out the season with
couple things must happen. One, Maine Northeastern.

Once the Huskies arrive in Orono and
start playing tomorrow afternoon look for
Power 1 offense featuring talented tailback
Tony Jordan. Jordan led UConn in rushing
last year as a freshman and is back on top
of the rushing stats again this year,
averaging 3.8 yards per carry. Who Jordan
will receive his handoffs from is still a
question. Ken Sweitzer. the Huskies'
superb sophomore quarterback was cut
down with an injury two weeks ago in the
New Hampshire game and sat out last
week in his team's 26-14 loss to Rutgers.
Sweitzer has worked out this week but
Coach Nadzak is unsure whether he'll be
behind center tomorrow. Should Sweitzer
not be able to answer the call for a second
week, Alan Arison will be barking the
signals. Arison has been steady in his

Rugby's popularity grows on campus, across world

by Mary Ellen 6arten
Staff writer
In just a few years. rugby
has
come out of the shadows at UMO
to
become one of the school's
most
successful sports, and it looks
as
though rugby might equal soccer
in
enthusiasm soon.
"It's the number two participant
sport in the world," said UMO
rugger Kevin Cullenburg. "Within
ten years I think it will be bigger
than soccer."
He cited the fact that only one
player was injured last fall, and said
if players are in shape and know the
game. they don't get hurt.
Dave Easton. a top-scoring rugger, said all the major cities have
rugby clubs, including other large
New England cities such as Portsmouth, N.H., and Portland.
Easton traveled to Ireland with the
Portland Rugby Club in April. 1978
to play the sport in the country where
it originated.
"It's really popular over there,"
Easton said. "They play with a lot
more finesse. however." He said it
was a much more physical sport in

the states due to the American
football background.
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In the four games the American
team played against the city teams of
Ireland, they only victored in one
game, but gained a lot more in
experience.
And experience in rugby is
something one has to learn quickly in
the U.S. It's learn fast and play hard.
Usually there's no one younger
than 18 playing rugby.
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"It takes a season to catch on to
it," Cullenburg said. "The hardest
thing is going over the basics with
the new guys. It's the same thing
over and over each semester. A
freshman can catch on quick. but it's
not until his second semester playing
that he'll be ready to play smoothly."
"It takes a few years to really
develop the action," Easton said,
"and in college you only have four
years to play. But I think rugby is
here to stay."
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Leroux says Sox won't sit still
(BOSTON)—Boston Red Sox co-owner
Buddy Leroux promises there will be some
new faces in the lineup next season. Leroux
says he won't make excuses for the past
season, just deals. The team's top
priorities, he says, are pitching and

catching, although he admits most teams
can't afford to trade starting pitchers. As
for the talk about deals involving Fred
Lynn, Leroux denies the Sox have offered
him to anybody. but he acias several teams
are interested in the talented outfielder.

ATTENTION SENIORS!
`Wanna be in the
1980 Prism Yearbook?'
Sign up now outside
107 Lord Hall
for your FREE senior picture sitting.

DISCO 7 NITES A WEEK!
WEDNESDAYS-COLLEGE NITE
College I'D gets you in free!!
"

I

Get in
free
with
costumes
PRIZES!!

Halloween
Party
V Oct. 31

r
THE BEST SHOW NORTH OF BOS
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BOUNTY TAVERNE
500 Main St., Bangor
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In case you haven't heard, the
Pittsburgh Pirates won the 79th
World Series in the seventh game
Wednesday evening by the score of
4-1.
Who cares.
The World Series should have
been exciting to me and millions of
other baseball fans but it wasn't. It
was a frightful bore.
I should - have been thrilled when
Willie Stargell's homerun won game
two, but I wasn't.
I should have been thrilled when
the Orioles came from six runs down
to win game four, but I wasn't.
I should have been excited when
the Pirates came back from a 3-1
deficit to win two games and tie the
series at 3-3. but I wasn't.
I should have been ecstatic when
good ol' Willie Stargell hit another
two-run blast to win the series for the
Pirates. but I wasn't.
I don't know what it was that killed
my enthusiasm for the series. Maybe
it was watching the players and fans
bundled up in game one as though it
were being played in Green Bay or
watching Dave Parker catch a fly ball
at the Baltimore Colts' 40-yardline
marking. Or maybe it was the
Celtic's two-game winning streak or
tne Bruins first loss of the season or

Certainly all seven games of the
series were sellouts and certainly:
more than a million fans crammed
the ballparks for the series but those
figures do not reflect the lack of
enthusiasm of most baseball fans.

the thrashing of the Pittsburgh
Steelers by Cincinnati. I don't know:
For some reason it didn't seem like
baseball season

If this were the case, I, for one,
would certainly be more excited
when the series began, no matter
who was in it.

The baseball season is far too
long. In an effort to make as much
money as possible the baseball

season spans eight months in order
to get every fan in the ballparks
twice and sell as many beers and hot
dogs as is possible.

the length of the present season.
How can a baseball fan in California

get excited about an East Coast
series if he has a dozen football.
basketball and hockey teams to root
for?
The baseball season should be
shortened from 162 games to 150.
no, make that 140 games. Knock a
few games off the start of the season
when it's still too cold in most cities

to play and knock about 15 games off
the end of the season.
The playoffs and World Series
should be played during the last two
weeks of September and not in
October. By playing the series in
September. you avoid the start of
the hockey and basketball seasons
and still catch the football season in
the early stage when people aren't
generally enthused about it.

Listen up, Bowie Kuhn. Baseball
is a summer sport meant to be
played in the summer. You know,
"boys of summer'', "dog days of
August" and all that jazz. Get the
hint?!
Well I'm glad the NBA season has
begun. I can't wait for the playoffs
next May.

"4=W

Griese returns vs. Pats
The word out of the Miami Dolphins Griese has been bothered by a hamstring
camp is that quarterback Bob Griese is pull this season. The game will mean the
getting stronger. and that isn't particularly top spot for the winner in the American
good news for the New England Patriots. A Football Conference's Eastern Division.
healthy Griese will mean more work for the : Coach Don Shula is hoping that Griese and
Pats when they meet Miami Sunday in a bruising running back Larry Csonka can do
National Football League game at Schaefer the job against the Patriot's NFL leading
Stadium in Foxboro. Massachusetts. defense.

Soccer team hosts UConn
by Dale Maiarrigle
Staff writer
The UMO Black Bear soccer team tries
for two in a row Saturday, as they tackle
nationally ranked Connecticut at 10 a.m. on
Alumni Field.
UConn is ranked 15th nationally and
second in New England with a record of
12-4.
In goal for Coach Joe Morrone's Huskies
is Jim Renehan. Although he's only played
part of the season, Renehan has posted a
.73 goals-against average and 4 shutouts.
The fullback line is led by All-American
honorable mention Ehrhart Kapp and
All-Yankee Conference pick Jim Lyman.
The other fullbacks are Bill Morrone and
Charlie McSpiritt.
The two talented halfbacks are Second
Team All-American Joe Morrone, who
leads the club with 14 goals and three

assists, and All-New England midfielder
Ken Murphy, UConn team captain.
UConn's attack is devastating. UMO
Coach Doug Biggs said. "On attack.
UConn is probably the most awesome team
in the East. They finish goals very well."
Forwards Pedro DeBrito
goals. 9
assists) and Elvis Comrie (9 goals. 3
assists) spark the offense along with Dan
Sullivan (3 goals. 5 assists) and Wilbert
Cadet. Forward Graziano Cornolo underwent surgery this week, and is out for the
rest of the season.
UConn is a well-balanced team with a
strong defense and a strong defense yet
they won't be taking Maine lightly.
Coach Morrone commented. "We go
into every game feeling the opposition can
beat us. We've been up to Orono before as
the favorite, and been tied or beaten."

Spikers prepare for tough weekend
The spiking Lady Black Bears, now 12-2,
face probably their toughest matches so far
this season, as they battle New Hampshire.
UMPI, and Moncton (N.B.) in a quadmatch Saturday at 1 p.m.
UMO Coach Janet Anderson said,
"We've been working hard on specific
drills to help us get rid of some glaring
mistakes, and to make the girls aware of
specific responsibilites. We've also been
working on the basics of passing. hitting,
and serving. The girls are really looking
forward to playing Moncton and New
Hampshire."
Coach Anderson said of Moncton, "We
haven't seen Moncton yet, but if they're
anything like the Canadian teams we've

played in the past, they'll be well-versed in
fundamentals. We've been impressed with
Canadian teams. We're expecting the most
out of Moncton."
New Hampshire, under Coach Jane Job,
is 8-9. They're led by two 5'10" lefthanded
co-captains Iris Rauscher of West Germany
and Paula Casey, both hitters. Others to
watch include former "Boston Globe" high
school players of the year Maryann
McNamara, a 5'8" hitter with a 30"
vertical leap, and also blue-chip freshman
Karen Baird.
At 1 p.m., Moncton plays UMO, and
New Hampshire plays UMPI. At 2 p.m.,
Moncton play UMPI, and UNH plays
Maine. At 3 p.m., Moncton plays New
Hampshire and UMPI plays UMO.

Magic gone from the Lakers'show
Just when it looked like the "Magic
Show" was the first big hit of the new NBA
season, someone knocked the rabbit out of
the hat.
Earvin "Magic" Johnson. the NBA's top
pick in this year's college draft, was off to a
running start for the Los Angeles Lakers.
But after making like a magician on the
court tor the first two games, Johnson
suffered a torn knee ligament last night
against Seattle. The injury is expected to
keep him out for at least six weeks.
Based on his early showings. Johnson's
absence may be a big blow to the Lakers'
Pacific Division title hopes.

In his first game in L.A. luestlay nignt.
Johnson scored 19 points, grabbed nine
rebounds, and handed out eight assists, as
the Lakers hung a 105 to % defeat on the
Chicago Bulls. In the season opener last
Friday evening in San Diego, Magic rang
up 26 points, collected eight rebounds, and
posted four assists. That helped the Lakers
to a 103 to 102 decision over San Diego.
The six weeks or so that the Lakers will
have to do without Johnson will make it
even tougher for them to keep up with the
rest of the pack in the tough Pacific race.
The Lakers are among five teams that feel
they have a chance for the title.

Checking in on the intramural sports scene
by Leigh Ann Fehm
Staff writer
Alpha Tau Omega soundly beat Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, 8-1, Sunday night in water
polo to take Division 1, and appear to be on
their way to taking the water polo
championship for the second consecutive
year. They attribute Sunday's victory to
experience and depth. ATO went into the
game with two full lines and a goalie.
compared to SAE's seven man team.
Monday night Sigma Chi beat Phi Gamma
Delta,11-4 to take Division 2, and will meet
ATO for the fraternity title Sunday at 8
p.m.
Bronski's Marauder's (off-campus) beat
Somerset Swamp 24-2, The Marauders
have got to be the team to beat in Division
I. The team is made up of past and present
varsity swimmers; ex-swim team captain
Jim Farragher, Distance swimmers Tom
Sarson and Rob Greeley, breaststroker
Johnnie Judge and backstroker Bruce
Eppinger...In Division 2, the 2-East

Floaters (independent) are doing well, they
also boast a line up of swimmers.. Division
winners meet Monday at 10 p.m...The
campus water polo championship is slated
for 7:30 p.m. Tuesday.
In fraternity touch football. SAE beat
Sigma Chi 32-8. Junior Kevin Buckley
quarterbacked the SAE team of Don
Mason, Cam Brown, Jim Tortorella, and
Jim Foley in what was described by both
teams as a physical game.
In the non-fraternity division, Gannett 1
and 2 North beat Oak—Hannibal 1, 14-10.
Gannett's team will not meet SAE in a
campus final because of hard feelings
between dormitories and fraternities in the
past.
In dorm bowling, after two weeks, the
Big Ten Pins and Penthouse 1. both
Gannett teams are doing well.
- In fraternity
bowling Sigma Chi is
undefeated with a record of 10-0. Doug

Seshanes is Sigma Chi's top bowler.. Delta
Upsilon also callls bowling their "hot spot"
and they are right behind Sigma Chi at 9-1.
Bob MacArthur is best in their house.
Intramural bowling has just begun,
however. The bowling program will
continue through March. a 16-week
season.
In women's soccer the Big Foot's from
Hart beat Androscoggin's Northern Blitzers Sunday 3-1 to earn a spot in the finals.
In division 2, the off-campus Pick-Ups heat
Cumberland's Leon's Girls 8-0. The Knox
Sockers beat Kennebec and move in to
meet the Pick-ups Wednesday at 5 p.m.
inc winner will play the Big Foots on
Sunday.
Poor weather conditions have delayed
tennis action. In the fraternity divicion
Brad Grisley will eventually play Delta
I au s bob I alnot. In dormitory tennis. Bert
West from Gannett won Division 2 play.
He's waiting for Steve Maxwell from

Somerset to play York Villages' John Dill.
In doubles action, Hansen-Silberstein from
Oak are in the semi finals. They'll play
Penobscot's team of Estes-Begley. Also in
the semi's is Cumberland's Sanborn-Allen
and Knox's Ray Merritt. In independent
play Bill Bickwith beat John Benoit, 6-4,
6-1. Benoit and Harlow won the doubles
tournament.
Women's flag football finals are'Sunday
at 10 p.m. Androscoggins Penthouse will
meet Chadbourne's Roscoes Rowdies.
In coed softball Gannett plays Oxford fen
the Division 2 title. In Division 1, Leons
Boys from Cumberland play Dunn 4.
The intramural cross country meet is
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. There will be four
divisions-women. mens dormitories, fraternities and independents. Delta Tau is
looking forward to the race, because
they've won it for two years. Eric
Dombkowski and Jim Mercer will be
competing again for the house.
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•Cabinet
there is a need for a representative to go to
White said the cost to produce one
issue
gain advance knowlege about satisfatcory is $1,33
9. He also intends to go back to the
and unsatisfactory speakers to DLS senat
e and request the full $700.
speeches can be planned more wisely.
The cabinet approved the alloca
tion of
The cabinet approved by an 8 to 3 vote
$940.37 to the UMO Fencing
Club. The
the appropriation of $340 to the Maine
club's original request was for
$1,657.20
Review, a literary magazine. Jeff White,
which would have been used for
seven trips
spokesman for the Maine Review, asked
to Boston. and a trip to New Brunswick
and
Long Island for the national
for S700 to get the magazine "up on its
championships.
feet". White stated the purpose of the
magazine was to provide a creative outlet
The next cabinet meeting is scheduled
for students with liberal arts interests.
for Oct. 31.

Dealer
probation on the condition he went to a
psychiatrist for five years. Sam, realizing
that he was getting off easy, agreed.
"My worst punishment was created by
the IRS," he said. "They nailed me for
close to $80,000. I finished paying that off
last year. Now I'm straight and I'm broke.
It just doesn't seem fair."
Sam ended up marrying his girlfriend
and starting a family. He now lives on a
farm, tending sheep and chickens. His hair
is short, and his drawl long.

This monkey seems to be exhibiting some ofthe
same caged upfeelings students must
feel prior to vacation. The monkey is one of many
animals on display at the Bangor Mall
pet menagerie several weeks ago. (photo by
Mitch Tarr]

approximately $7,000 a year, Strick
land
said. The computer-pass will go to
pay for
this.
According to Strickland, the computer
pass will be available to all UMO and BCC
students and employees for a nomin
al
charge per semester. UMO students living
at BCC will receive this pass free.

•BMHI
another escaped BMHI patient found
his
was to the Orono campus. All
local police
stations had been notified when
a man
fitting the description was seen
in the
Bears Den. The subject, identi
fies by a
name tag on his shoe, was appre
hended by
university police at approximately 11
a.m.
He was taken to BMHI without
a struggle.
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He smiled and took out his pipe. "I have
to admit, though. I still enjoy a smoke now
and then."

•Bus

j

shoe, was apprehended by univer
sity
police at approximately 11 a.m. He was
taken to BMHI without a struggle.
At press time, the case was still marked
confidential by UMO police and no further
information could be reported.
Just two weeks ago, on October 1,

"It wasn't worth it for me to try and get
back into the business." he said. "They'd
be watching me. Besides, it would take too
much money and time. I've been out of the
business so long that I've lost all my
contacts."
"No, I won't try again. Besides,
it's
rather a unique experience to be
straight.
And I guess. most importantly, neithe
r my
wife or my kids can be hurt by either
side of
the law."

•
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Going Your Way

It now costs 50 cents a run from Bango
r
to UMO and 35 cents from from Veazie to
UMO on the Bus.
Linda Carlson, co-sponsorer of the
bill
and an off-campus senator, endorsed
the

idea because it would "save energy."
During the senate meeting, off-campus
senator Randy Pickle noted that the syste
m
would not provide for Old Town and Stillwater residents. Strickland said if this goes
through. a trial period of two weeks would
be started. If this proved successful, the
route could be expanded to include these
areas.
Grounds and services will "probably pay
for the trial period," Strickland said.
Within two weeks,"we should know where
we stand on this," he added.

Advertise in the
Maine Campus classifieds.

Maine Campus Ride Board

Name: Heidi Holland
Address. 309 Kennebec
Destination:
Connecticut: Hartford or New Haven
area
and or Rhode Island, U.R.I. Christmas break
Date needed: Thanksgiving and Oct.
Name: Lori Jennings
Address: 101 Penobscot
Phone: 7083
Destination: Ride for two (2) to
Hartford. Ct. area for October
break (return also).

Mark DiGiovanni
120 Knox
581-'189
Destination: Boston (Belmont) on Oct. 24
at 12 noon or after. Will share expenses.
John Kaczowka
117 Knox Hall
581-7189
Destination Prov. RI.
Oct. 24
anytime after 2 p.m.
Ride for two:
Jenny
581-7637
Destination Portland
Oct. 19
Share usuals
(-X)DU Lta...CIUUUCT.-1F-TLA

OTAJUICJEA)i-JEJUULACC.*

Name: Dawn Huston
Address: 204 Androscoggin Hall
Destination: Merrimack College,
North Andover (Haverhill) Mass.
Date Needed: October break Wed.
Ocs 24--28.
Name: Dan Fitrovich
Address:. 404 Corbett
Phone #: 581-7400
Destination: Northwestern Massachusetts, preferably the Berkshires
or Southern Vermont
Time: Christmas break (Semester
break)
D. Robards
581-7381
Burlington, VT.
Wed., Oct. 24
Jeff Sanford
325 (;an tett
581-7494
Worchestn. Mass.
Oct. 18
Lin Gould
48 Mill St.
866-4148
Boston-October Break
Name: Jody Lalime
Address: 801/2 Pine St. Orono
Tel.: 866-3085
Des.:
Providence. R.I (Brown
University) Oct. break. Can
leave
after 12:00 on Wed, will
share
driving and expenses.
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At only 10e a word,they're inexpensive,
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2 DRINKS FOR
THE PRICE OF 1!
with happy hour prices all night

THE RAMADA INN'S

Banana Disco
Get your club card
Janice Anderson
Pam Pease
Karen Provost

357 Odlin Rd.

from : Maine Campus, Lord Hall
581-7601 UMO
947-8575 UMO
947-0826 BCC
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